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With a relentless drive to innovate, developers are creating 
functionality at an almost super-human pace, whilst IT burn 
the midnight oil keeping platforms available, secure, reliable 
and performing to expectations. Many companies carry the 
burden of huge legacy investments in infrastructure and 
software development, and adopting new technology requires 
a more gradual pace in line with budgets and headcount.

Technology Management’s Hosting infrastructure runs in 
a highly available diverse network from internet network 
connectivity, servers, virtual servers and their storage and disk 
access.

Utilising Microsoft’s Hyper-V Server “Virtual Server” 
technology we able to offer a flexible platform for running our 
virtual servers that give us the ability to move virtual servers 
between Hyper-V Host Servers to ease maintenance and 
increase up time. In the event of a physical server hardware 
failure there is physical server redundancy to cover this event.

Our storage devices (SANs) are connected via multiple fibre-
optic cards and switches to offer full redundancy of SAN or 
Disk Controller failure.

We review and self-regulate both our public and private 
firewall port rules and VPN’s twice yearly to ensure network 
security from the outside edge of the network, and from 
internally facing outward.

Data centre:

NODE4
 Active/Passive redundant Firewall configuration

 Diverse switch cabling / VLAN configuration

 Platform hosted on multiple Technology 
Management owned physical IBM Server & SAN 
hardware

 Fully virtual environment hosted on top of 
Microsoft’s Hyper-V Server virtualisation 
technology

 Daily local and off-site backups

Hosting Data centre
NODE4

Applications are the fuel behind the growth of ambitious, fast growing businesses. They 
are revolutionising the way we work, reach people and deliver services.
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Azure (Virtual) Data centre
Microsoft Azure

We leverage the Microsoft Azure platform 
and use it as our virtual ‘second’ data centre, 
and this is linked to our primary NODE4 Data 
centre via a site-to-site VPN.

We keep Active Directory servers in both data centres 
(NODE4 & the Microsoft Azure extended segment of our 
network) thus always maintaining our means of internal 
authentication should any data centre become unavailable.

We predominantly run out of the West Europe Azure 
Data centre.
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Backups
NODE4

Our NODE4 Hosted Server backup routine is divided up into three backup processes:

Process One (A):

Using Microsoft Data Protection 
Manager 2012 R2
Once Daily local on-site backup of all Servers, Services and 
Data with 2-week recovery period.

Process Two:

SQL Maintenance Plans – 
Dynamics NAV Only 15min 
Backups
Local disk NAV only backup every 15 minutes for 15-minute 
recovery between the hours of 7am – 7pm, 7 days a week.

Process One (B):

Using Microsoft Data Protection 
Manager 2012
Once Daily off-site backup of Data only (SQL (Dynamics 
NAV, CRM SharePoint), Exchange and File Data) with 2 week 
recovery period.

Once Weekly off-site backup of all virtual servers with 2 week 
recovery period (running over the weekend).

Process Three:

SQL Maintenance Plans – Once 
Daily SQL Backup to local NAS
Once Daily local on-site SQL Maintenance Plan Backup (All 
SQL Databases) backed up to local NAS storage device with 
a 1 week recovery period. This additional SQL back routine 
keeps the SQL logs trimmed to a minimum and provides an 
extra backup layer for business critical SQL systems.
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Backups
Microsoft Azure

Our Microsoft Azure Server backup routine is divided up into three backup processes: 
The virtual servers are backed up using Azure Backup Service (these are backed up daily 
to another Azure location/region). We then also backup the SQL Databases additionally 
by SQL Maintenance plans.

Process One:

Using Microsoft Data Protection 
Manager 2012 R2
Once Daily off-site backup of all Servers, Services and Data 
with 2-week recovery period to the Microsoft Azure Backup 
Services using GLR (Geo Location Redundant) which copies 
the backup data across multiple Azure Data centres.

Process Two:

SQL Maintenance Plans – 
Dynamics NAV Only 15min 
Backups
Local disk NAV only backup every 15 minutes for 15-minute 
recovery between the hours of 7am – 7pm, 7 days a week.

Process Two:

SQL Maintenance Plans – Once 
Daily SQL Backup NAS at across to 
NODE4 DC
Once Daily local on-site SQL Maintenance Plan Backup (All 
SQL Databases) backed up to NAS storage located across the 
VPN in the NODE4 Data centre device with a 1-week recovery 
period. This additional SQL back routine keeps the SQL logs 
trimmed to a minimum and provides an extra backup layer for 
business critical SQL systems.
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Disaster recovery
Backups (On-site & Off-site)

From our backup platforms we regularly test restores from different parts of our off-site 
backup strategy each week to both our Head Office infrastructure & Microsoft Azure 
platform to ensure that our restore procedures work.

Utilising the Microsoft Azure platform allows us to have a flexible platform to be able to restore both 
virtual machines, services, and SQL Data into the Azure platform in order to get our services back up and 
running in a reasonable timescale.
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Disaster recovery

From our off-site backups we are able to leverage the alternate Data centres for services 
in the event of a data centre being unavailable.

As an example, focusing on the Dynamics NAV & Dynamics CRM products; we already have many SQL 
Servers running active in each data centre, so we simply restore the SQL Databases into an existing 
platform. The downtime is the time taken to copy across and restore the relevant SQL backups, and 
restore/connect up the additional services that are affected.
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Contact us
We help manufacturing and distribution businesses ‛drive peak performance’ with Microsoft 
Dynamics 365, Dynamics NAV, Dynamics CRM and Office 365 as well as the supporting 
infrastructure. Having delivered over 4,000 successful projects, we’ve plenty of experience 
implementing business systems, Microsoft Dynamics solutions and the technical infrastructure 
to support them.

We are a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner for ERP & CRM and can deliver Microsoft Dynamics 
solutions on your own IT infrastructure, hosted in our UK data centre or in the Microsoft Cloud. 
Based in the Midlands, we support clients across the UK and further afield.

Talk to us today for a jargon free discussion on how we can help your organisation  
‛drive peak performance’:

Call: 01902 578 300 
Email: hello@tecman.co.uk 
Visit: www.tecman.co.uk

Wolverhampton Newcastle

St Mark’s Church, The Axis Building, 
St Mark’s Road, Maingate Team Valley, 
Chapel Ash, Gateshead, 
Wolverhampton WV3 0QH Newcastle NE11 0NQ


